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Narrative is a piece of writing that tells a story. It means a story and story-teller are the two 

important aspects of any narrative. In terms of narratology, a story teller is a narrator and 

what he or she tells is a narrative. In other words, a narrative is the fictional world in which 

narrated events take place. The title of the present research paper includes the term ómultiple 

narrativesô that offers two different meanings. The first meaning is that the narrative tells the 

same story from different points of view. On the other hand, the term refers to the narrative, 

which tells several different stories narrated by the solitary voice or multiple narrators.  

 

Julian Barnesô Flaubertôs Parrot discloses these two meanings as it offers the story from 

different points of view and at the same time, the novel narrates four different stories. 

Multiplicity is one of the features of postmodernism and by using this feature Julian Barnes 

wants to subvert the established ideas. Earlier it was considered that there must be a single 

and an objective truth. There must be grand narratives that govern the other things. Julian 

Barnes subverts these ideas by using the postmodern technique of multiplicity to show the 

idea of subjective truth and the concept of mini-narratives. Therefore, the present paper 

intends to understand Barnesô use multiple narratives in postmodern context. 
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Introduction - 

Julian Barnesô Flaubertôs Parrot (1984) is highly experimental novel that ignites debate 

about its form among the literary scholars.  Many scholars do not label the book as novel. 

There is no consistency in its writing style and the book doesnôt adhere to the single form of 

literature.  The title Flaubertôs Parrot exposes itself that the novel is about the parrot which 

was owned by the famous French author Gustave Flaubert in the past. However, all the 

chapters in the novel do not tell about the mystery of the parrot, though the whole narrative is 
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based on the narratorôs effort of searching the true stuffed parrot. We read about the mystery 

of the parrot in the first chapter and after that we do not come across to a single line about the 

parrot in the following chapters until we reach the last chapter. Thus, the book begins as a 

detective story but doesnôt follow the traditional form of detective story. In between the first 

and last chapter, the narrator tells a number of stories about his own life, his wifeôs life, and 

the life of Gustav Flaubert. In short, the novel contains multiple stories. In fact, the narrator 

Geoffrey Braithwaite declares that he wants to tell three stories:  

 

 Three stories contained within me. One about Flaubert, one about Ellen, one about 

myself. My own is the simplest of the threeé. My wifeôs is more complicated, and 

more urgent; yet it resists that tooé. Ellenôs is a true story; perhaps it is even the 

reason why I am telling you Flaubertôs story instead. (85-86) 

 

So this declaration provides a hint to the readers that what they are going to read throughout 

the book. However, Julian Barnes, the author of the novel doesnôt put this declaration in the 

very beginning of the novel. He has used medias res technique that jumbles reader in the 

middle of the book. Moreover, the author has employed narrative techniques such as multi-

plot narratives, multi-voiced narrations, multiperspectivism, temporal distortions, generic 

hybridism and juxtaposition to show the postmodern skepticism.  Let us see the each story in 

detail.  

 

a) Search for an Authentic Bird: The First Story-line of Flaubertôs Parrot 

 

Geoffrey Braithwaite, the narrator of Flaubertôs Parrot visited the place named Rouen in 

France to understand the life and works of the famous French author Gustave Flaubert. He 

stayed there for five days and visited a number of places associated with Gustave Flaubert. 

On the third day of his stay in Rouen, Geoffrey Braithwaite went to the Hotel-Dieu museum 

where he saw the stuffed parrot in a small alcove and reads the inscription on the perch: 

ñParrot borrowed by G. Flaubert from the Museum of Rouen and placed on his worktable 

during the writing of UN Coeur Simpleéò (16). On the fifth day of his stay, he visited 

Croisset, a far-flung village where he found the remains of Flaubertôs house. It is here that 

Braithwaite came across the second parrot and read the same line on its perch: ñé the very 

parrot, which Flaubert had borrowed from the museum of Rouen for the writing of Un Coeur 

Simpleò (21). Thus, the second parrot and same inscription on the perch became the cause of 

his search for an authentic bird. The problem of authenticity confused Braithwaite and he 

started his project of finding out the true bird. He wanted to disclose an imposter bird also. 

However, the narrator goes away from the project of finding out the authentic bird from the 

second chapter and comes to this search only in the last chapter. Meanwhile, he tells about 

the life of Flaubert, his own life and his wifeôs story.  However, he is not successful in his 

search of the authentic bird. He compares these two birds with Flaubertôs fictional description 

of Loulou and finalizes the hotel Dieu bird is an authentic one. But this seems an illusion as 

he meets M. Lucien Andrieu who provides further possible interpretations. M. Lucien 

expressed his views that the stuffed bird doesnôt keep the same description for hundred years. 

There may be a possibility of keeping the stuffed bird according to the description in order to 

show that this is the only bird that Flaubert used while writing the story. Geoffrey Braithwaite 

understood his mistake. He tried to solve the mystery of the stuffed bird but couldnôt solve 

the mystery. The novel ends with the line: 'Perhaps it was one of them' (190). As soon as the 
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first chapter ends, the readers along with the narrator go away from the narrative line of 

mysterious bird. By rejecting the traditional form of detective story and using multiple 

perspectives in Flaubertôs Parrot, Julian Barnes shows the inaccessibility of an objective 

truth. Braithwaiteôs failure in searching an authentic bird and M. Lucien Andrieuôs various 

interpretations about stuffed birds reveal that there is no single and an objective truth. One 

cannot achieve objective truth but can make possible interpretations of the truth.  

 

b) Biography of Gustave Flaubert: The Second Story-line of Flaubertôs Parrot  
 

Though the novel Flaubertôs Parrot (1984) begins as a kind of detective story it doesnôt 

follow the features of detective story form. From the second chapter to the thirteenth chapter, 

the readers are exposed to Flaubertôs literary career, his relationship with women, and his 

love for animals. The second chapter óChronologyô recounts the story of the famous author 

Gustave Flaubertôs life. Geoffrey Braithwaite, the narrator presents biographical information 

of Flaubert. Again it is not a full biography. It is a selective biography presented in three 

different versions. The first chronology tells about Flaubertôs success and his happy life; the 

second chronology is about his failure and in the third chronology, Flaubert appears himself. 

Julian Barnesô has introduced three different versions of the life of the same person to show 

an absolute history or the past is not possible to depict. Traditionally, biography tells the 

whole life of the personality. However, according to Julian Barnes there may be possibilities 

of interpretations or versions of oneôs life. His attempt of introducing Gustave Flaubert in the 

third chronology shows that the authors of biography are not able to reveal the whole life of 

the historical person. There may be some hidden truths which are only known to the person 

himself about whom the author is writing.  
 

c) Story of Geoffrey Braithwaite: The Third Story-line of Flaubertôs Parrot 

 

Geoffrey Braithwaite tells the story of his own life that constitutes the third narrative. 

Throughout the book, the narrator juxtaposes his personal story. His own story consists of his 

profession, his ambition and his relationship with his wife, Ellen. Braithwaite is a doctor and 

wants to be a writer. Further, he projects himself as a literary scholar. He expresses his views 

on literary forms and the nature of past. In order to explain his views on the nature of the 

past, Braithwaite recounts his personal experience.  

 

When I was a medical student, some pranksters at the end of term dance released into 

the hall a piglet, which had been smeared with grease. It squirmed between legs, 

evaded capture, squealed a lot. People fell over trying to grasp it, and were made to 

look ridiculous in the process. The past often seems to behave like that piglet. (14) 

  

Geoffrey Braithwaite brings his wife, Ellen into focus in the thirteenth chapter. The chapter 

óPure Storyô recounts the story of Ellenôs adultery and suicide. Through his own account, we 

learn that Braithwaite is a doctor, cuckold and widower. So the novel becomes the 

autobiography of the narrator. Geoffrey Braithwaiteôs act of inserting his own story 

juxtaposes the life story of the famous author Gustave Flaubert. By using the technique of 

parallelism or juxtaposition, Julian Barnes claims that the autobiography should not be only 

of the historical and famous persons. It should be of marginalized people like Braithwaite and 

Ellen.   
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d) Story of Louise Colet: The Fourth Story-line of Flaubertôs Parrot  
 

The novel contains one more story and this time it is about Louise Colet.  In the eleventh 

chapter titled óLouise Coletôs Versionô Geoffrey Braithwaite disappears and Louise Colet 

starts to tell the story of her love affair with Gustave Flaubert. The chapter begins with 

Louise Coletôs expression: ñNow hear my storyò (137). In this chapter, she recounts her 

relations with Gustave Flaubert. She exposes how Flaubert was coarse in sexual relations 

with prostitutes. She tells Flaubertôs act of humiliating her by lying and speaking ill of her to 

his friends. She concludes that Gustave was a difficult man to love. It is here for the first 

time; Julian Barnes introduces another narrator to tell the story in place of Geoffrey 

Braithwaite. It happened because the author doesnôt believe in the omniscient narrator. Of 

course Geoffrey Braithwaite doesnôt know everything about the French author Gustave 

Flaubert. The sad story Louise Colet presents another view about Flaubert.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Julian Barnesô projection of multiple narratives in Flaubertôs Parrot reveals some of the 

ideas of postmodernism. Geoffrey Braithwaiteôs encountering with the authenticity of the 

bird is the typical example of postmodern notion of truth. The truth is subjective one and 

cannot be finalized.  After all reality is a human construction. One cannot find an objective 

truth. However, one can able to make various interpretations of the truth. By inserting the life 

stories of minor characters along with the famous author Gustave Flaubert, Julian Barnes 

intends to show one more postmodernist approach to the literary forms. Traditionally, we 

know that the biography and autobiography should tell the life story of very successful and 

famous persons. However, this idea is subverted in this book by putting the life story of 

minor or less important personalities.  
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